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Abstract
The paper offers a framework for partitioning articles in legal documents pertaining to value added tax (VAT) into categories suitable for subsequent integration in computerized systems for automatically deriving VAT rates. The importance of an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system supporting VAT is not that it is required by a definition but because information technology in general increasingly supports everyday activities, so users expect more even from ERP systems. As an extended example, the classification of all articles of the European Council directive 2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006 on the common system of value added tax is presented. The classification of VAT articles is important in order to allow for easier VAT modeling for ERP systems. Better VAT modeling should eventually lead to lower cost of implementing changes in VAT legislature.
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1. Introduction
Information technology as such supports an increasing number of everyday activities. Although no definition of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems explicitly mentions that ERP systems should also support paying value added tax (VAT), companies implicitly expect all the support they can get with taxes from ERP systems. The statement that VAT (or taxes in general) is not a part of ERP system definition is based on a query (as of 29 September 2008) at the Web of Science database for the topic

“enterprise resource planning” AND tax

where none of 484 Web of Science articles mentioning the string “enterprise resource planning” in the text, contains the string “tax”. This also implies that it apparently does not make sense to search for “value added tax”, as the term “tax” was not found. Therefore, only the acronym of value added tax, i.e. “VAT” was included in the second query topic

“enterprise resource planning” AND vat

Again, there were no articles found. A known limitation to this investigation approach is that some of the articles in the database are available only as scanned pages, i.e. information about some
articles contains only the author(s) name, the title and the abstract, not the full text of the articles. A relevant example is (Fisher, Fisher, Kiang et al., 2004), which discusses ERP system selection criteria and mentions “international tax support” as one of the proposed criteria.

Nowadays, ERP systems, generally, support VAT but most often end-users have to be cognizant of the law and only document its use using their ERP system. Even in case the ERP system informs the end-user of the appropriate legal actions, it is achieved only by hard-wiring of interpreted VAT rules (in a form of a code or a definition file) into the ERP system.

Having a system which would advise the end-user what to do based on the full understanding of the VAT law, should optimize business processes – schedule payment of VAT or claim of VAT offset, exploit deadlines, and even improve the overall price of goods and services for customers (it might suggest that the company registers voluntarily as a VAT payer in certain countries, where it exports, in case VAT is lower in the other than in the home country).

Hard-wiring is not the best possibility in case the VAT law changes often, or in case the vendor would like to sell its ERP systems in several countries, requiring thorough localization of the hard-wiring present in the product. Another problem is that hard-wired VAT rules are often re-interpreted and only then deployed. The result is that even small changes in the law can lead to rather large changes in the ERP system code or in the definition files because even one rule, having been changed, could have been bundled with many other rules having stayed the same.

An obvious solution would be to empower law experts to input VAT rules into the system (possibly through a user-friendly front-end, not necessarily a part of an ERP system). The underlying problem is, how to set up an interface – what should it allow to model. So far, we have not found any classification of VAT rules, which could be used to set up environment, in which lawyers (or domains experts) could input VAT rules. This lack in literature was the motivation for the paper. The research question, which we hope to answer by this paper, is – What types of legal rules exist in VAT laws relevant for modeling in ERP systems? The answer to the question is the proposed framework in the third section.

A related research question is – Is the framework sufficient for classifying all VAT articles? In order to test it, we classified the European Council directive 2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006 on the common system of value added tax (The Council of the European Union, 2006) according to the framework in the fourth section. Since it has been possible to classify all the articles, we argue that the framework is sufficient. And since all the categories we used (although some only a few times), it can be concluded that all the categories in the proposed framework are necessary.

The paper is organized in the following way: the second section provides insight into VAT legislation, the third section describes the framework for classification of VAT articles, the fourth section presents the actual classification of articles in (The Council of the European Union, 2006), and the fifth section concludes our preliminary findings.

2. VAT Legislation

In this section, we describe features of the legal domain that are relevant with respect to modeling VAT rules. The description is mainly based on the European directive on the common system of value added tax (The Council of the European Union, 2006) but it is also applicable to country specific VAT acts.

From a top-level perspective, legal documents are structured collections of uniquely identifiable pieces of natural language text written in legal vernacular. Here, we describe the structure as it occurs in (The Council of the European Union, 2006). Our description shall take the notion of an article as its starting point. Articles in the directive are uniquely identifiable (sequentially numbered from 1) and are grouped using the following constructions: title, chapter, section, and subsection.

The grouping constructions are used for two related purposes. One is to be able to reference a
collection of articles, namely, the ones having a given grouping construction as an ancestor, while the second is to group articles in a meaningful way (for people). Because of the latter, grouping constructions carry headlines (short descriptions), not only identification numbers. But while articles are uniquely numbered on a directive-wide basis, grouping constructions are numbered sequentially from 1 within their enclosing construction, e.g. there can be a chapter 2 of title 1 as well as a chapter 2 of title 2 etc.

Hierarchical structure can also be imposed within individual articles. The intra article grouping constructions are enumerated in a fashion similar to chapters, sections etc. and serve the same purposes (referencing and grouping of related legal statements).

Being able to reference (collections of) articles is important since the provisions of (a part of) one article is often subject to the content of another. Similar to many other situations, e.g. file systems, references can be absolute or relative. Absolute references begin with either a title or an article number while relative references are relative to the place in which they occur. An example for relative referencing is Article 2 of (The Council of the European Union, 2006). It consists of three paragraphs, each of which has several schedules and points. In paragraph 2 schedule (a), a reference is given as follows: “For the purposes of point (ii) of paragraph 1(b),...”.

Another issue related to structure and references is the common separation of (main) rules and their exceptions. The separation comes about because of the way in which legal documents evolve over time due to the fact that legislators cannot foresee all possible future usages, see (Prakken, 1997) for an elaborate discussion.

3. A framework for partitioning legal articles pertaining to VAT

Not all the content of a VAT law is relevant for explicit modeling in an ERP system, the foremost example being rules specifying procedures for updating the legislation such as Article 8 of (The Council of the European Union, 2006). Our goal is to model rules that are relevant in an ERP setting. In order to do this we need to identify the (different kinds of) relevant rules and to develop a modeling methodology. In order to facilitate these two tasks we have undertaken an enquiry into the nature of legal statements based on (The Council of the European Union, 2006), which has resulted in the following classification scheme for rules:

**Definitions** are legal statements introducing new concepts, which can be used in rules. Definitions can be either explicit, such as the definition of *taxable person*:

‘Taxable person’ shall mean any person who, independently, carries out in any place any economic activity, whatever the purpose or results of that activity. Any activity of producers, traders or persons supplying services, including mining and agricultural activities and activities of the professions, shall be regarded as economic activity. The exploitation of tangible or intangible property for the purposes of obtaining income therefrom on a continuing basis shall in particular be regarded as an economic activity.

[Article 9, paragraph 1] (The Council of the European Union, 2006)

or implicit in which case a concept is used in a rule without any prior (or trailing) explicit definition.

**Classifications** are legal statements relating concepts and legal statements (through references) to each other. Classifications can state rules that _may_ be followed as well as rules that _must_ be followed. Often classifications take the form _X should/shall be treated as Y_, which is the case e.g. in paragraph 1 of article 15 in (The Council of the European Union, 2006) which reads:

Electricity, gas, heat, refrigeration and the like shall be treated as tangible property.

[Article 15, paragraph 1] (The Council of the European Union, 2006)

Classifications can also be implicit. This can happen in the situation where common sense
determines how concepts are related to each other. An example is that the concepts vehicle and vessel are assumed to be non-overlapping.

**Workflows** are legal statements describing relative or absolute timing of events. They can be seen as a subcategory of classifications but they deserve special attention because we believe they will be more challenging to model than non-workflow classifications. An example is paragraph 3 of article 17 in (The Council of the European Union, 2006) which reads:

If one of the conditions governing eligibility under paragraph 2 is no longer met, the goods shall be regarded as having been transferred to another Member State. In such cases, the transfer shall be deemed to take place at the time when that condition ceases to be met.

[Article 17, paragraph 3] (The Council of the European Union, 2006)

**Clarifications** are legal statements clarifying the meaning of definitions and classifications. An example could be article 25 in (The Council of the European Union, 2006) which reads:

A supply of services may consist, inter alia, in one of the following transactions:

(a) of a document establishing title;

(b) the obligation to refrain from an act, or to tolerate an act or situation;

(c) the performance of services in pursuance of an order made by or in the name of a public authority or in pursuance of the law.


Legal statements that fall outside these categories can be classified as well but they are not interesting with respect to our modeling. Examples of such category are rules governing necessary measures and regulatory behavior, Intention and applicability, and change of directive. Amongst others this category contains articles 19, 23 and 34.4\(^1\) of (The Council of the European Union, 2006).

Each article can belong to one or more categories. For example, classifications may include implicit definitions. Since both are manifested in the same sentence, it is not possible to split them in any reasonable way. When an article includes a classification and a workflow, it is usually possible to split them because they are addressed in separate paragraphs of the article.

It is possible to classify legal statements in other ways as well. We have arrived at the scheme above through an analysis of (The Council of the European Union, 2006), where we had formal modeling in mind.

### 4. Classification EU Directive 2006/112/EC

The classification of (The Council of the European Union, 2006), which is presented in Table 1, may be considered as a test of the proposed classification framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Definitions of concepts</td>
<td>Introduce concepts such as Community, Member State and Taxable Person.</td>
<td>A5, A9, A12.2, A14.1, A17.1, A20, A24, A30, A31, A37.1, A37.2, A38, A48, A60, A62, A72, A78, A86.2, A154, A217, A241, A295, A311.1, A312, A344.1, A358, A405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Classifications (x should be treated as y)</td>
<td>Add content (information) to concepts and relate</td>
<td>A2, A6, A7, A11, A12.1, A13, 14.2, 14.3, A15, A16, A17.1, A17.2, A17.3, A18, A20, A21, A26.1, A27, A28, A29, A31, A32, A34.2, A36, A40, A43,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Article 34.4 is a shorthand notation for paragraph 4 of Article 34.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intention and applicability</th>
<th>Extention to rule</th>
<th>A39, A41, A59, A64, A65, A169</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td>A3, A19, A22, A33, A34.1, A35, A42, A53, A55, A57.1, A66, A174.2, A410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extention to exception</td>
<td></td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describes the intention</td>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with certain articles,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sections, chapters, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. The classification of Council Directive 2006/112/EC on the common system of VAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clarifications (explicit statement of implied facts)</th>
<th>Extend other articles with details or directions on usage.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Probably the hardest part of the process was to distinguish between explicit definitions and classifications. An example could be paragraph 1 of article 38 in (The Council of the European Union, 2006) which reads:

In the case of the supply of gas through the natural gas distribution system, or of electricity, to a taxable dealer, the place of supply shall be deemed to be the place where that taxable dealer has established his business or has a fixed establishment for which the goods are supplied, or, in the absence of such a place of business or fixed establishment, the place where he has his permanent address or usually resides.

[Article 38, paragraph 1] (The Council of the European Union, 2006)

The problem with this paragraph is whether it should be read as “the place where that taxable dealer has established his business …” should be treated as “the place of supply” (i.e. paragraph being a classification) or “the place of supply” is “the place where that taxable dealer has established his business…” (i.e. paragraph being explicit definition of the place of supply).

Other articles, which were hard to categorize, are not relevant for modeling of VAT for ERP systems, so they will not be discussed.

5. Conclusion

We tried to answer two research questions in this article. The first was aimed at what types of legal rules there exist in VAT laws relevant for modeling in ERP systems. Since there has not been any framework available in literature, we proposed one with the following categories: definitions, classifications, workflows, clarifications, intention and applicability, necessary measures and regulatory behaviour, and change of directive. The first four categories are relevant for modeling (though it could be discussed whether the fourth one is useful for anything else than making sure that the articles belonging to the first three categories were understood correctly).

The second research question was whether the proposed framework is sufficient for classifying all VAT articles. In order to test the hypothesis, we classified the European Council directive
2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006 on the common system of value added tax (The Council of the European Union, 2006) according to the framework. Since it has been possible to classify all the articles, we argue that the framework is sufficient. And since all the categories we used (although some only a few times), it can be concluded that all the categories in the proposed framework are necessary.

The remaining challenges are to explicitly define hierarchies and whether certain terms are overlapping or non-overlapping. Future research will involve classification of national VAT acts (making a few categories redundant), and comparison of VAT acts of European Union counties to the directive. Last but not least, we plan to try to model VAT rules using the Language for Logical Modelling of Business Rules and Regulations (LLMBRR).
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